A MONETARY CONSTITUTION
Antonio Martino

FOR EUROPE?

Would Europe benefit from a common currency?3 If, for the
moment, we ignore both the difficulties of achieving a common currency and the preoccupations with the conduct of monetary policy
after its establishment, the answer is positive: Europe and the world
would nrobablv benefit a areat deal.

starnnty 01 tne international monetary system would increase.~
Europe would benefit in that it would be able to use its own
currency, rather than the U.S. dollar, as a reserve asset.6 Needless to
say, this would not be a minor advantage and might be at least as
important as the saving in transactions costs. The United States
would also benefit to the extent that a monetary system based on two

currency for Europe, but they are possibly more important than th
advantage ofreduced uncertainty in foreign exchanges and ofsaving~
in transactions costs. Furthermore, although the smoothness of th
adjustment process and the elimination ofbalance-of-payments prob
lems could also be achieved by a system of freely floating exchang
rates among European national currencies, all the other advantage~

ing the same currency. Furthermore, no one has advocated separate regional currencies as an instrument to reduce national
heterogeneity.
A different version of this argument draws on Keynesianism: A
monetary union would prevent “individual member countries from
each attaininsitheir ontimum combination ofinflation and unemnlov-

Vaubel was right. Even today, much of the discredit surrounding
the idea of a common European currency is due to the clumsy political attempts at planning a strategy for the transition. This is as true
ofthe earlier efforts as it is ofthe latest ofthese ill-conceived political
attempts: the Delors Report. Patrick Minford (1989, p. 28) has judged
the report tobe “a monstrous conspiracy of centralism, mounted by

pp. 27 1—72):
The basic fact is that a unified currency and a system of freely
floating exchange rates are members of the same species even
though superficially they appear very different. Both are free market
mechanisms for interregional or international payments. Both permit exchange rates to move freely. Both exclude any administrative
ornolitical intermediary in navments hetween residents ofdifferent

Iielors Iteport, therefore, is unlikely to succeed. Needless to say, the
failure of the authorities to maintain their “irrevocably fixed rates”
for an indefinite period oftime would result in frustration and would
discredit the idea of monetary unification.
The crucial error ofidentifying fixed exchange rates with monetary
unification is probably the result of a mistaken concept of “gradual-
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be a substantial improvement over present fiscal procedures. Of
course, it is an open question whether national governments can be
persuaded to give up such a source of revenue. This problem is not
explicitly discussed in the Delors Report, which does not address
the question of whether a constitutional framework is needed, but
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our macroeconomic systems is inadequate, short-term predictions
are seldom sufficiently reliable, decisions may be untimely, and lags
in the effects of monetary changes are largely unknown in advance.’8
In any case, the outcome of discretionary monetary policy in terms
of increased economic instability—already harmful at the national

tionary manipulation ofmonetary aggregates impossible, then a common currency for Europe would greatly increase overall stability
both in Europe and throughout the world. One could think of a rule
fixing the growth rate ofsome monetary aggregate to a predetermined
level and mandatine its

continuation

for an

extended nerind of time

growth rate ofthe chosen monetary aggregate is adheredto for several
years (to favor stable expectations). The concrete design of a European monetary constitution would also have to consider the problem
ofenforcement, so that it should contain the principle of accountability of the person(s) in charge.26

instrument of policy), the only kind of monetary unification that
can be achieved is that which will spontaneously arise from the
liberalization of markets. As the Delors Report indirectly recognized,
“full freedom ofcapital movements and integrated financial markets”
would discipline “incompatible national policies.” Stable currencies
would be preferred in international transactions, and some kind of
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principle, but it may not be so in practice. Fluctuations in the behavior of one aggregate relative to another may seem insignificant from
an historical perspective, but they may be of vital importance at the

time when officials have to make decisions about whether or not to
alter interest rates (assuming that the central bank is not oneratin~

family.
Competing currencies—mentioned at the end of Martino’s
paper—is the process of evolution that has been advocated by the
British Treasury in particular. There are grounds, however, for being
concerned about the interaction of this with monetary targets, particularly about what will happen while one currency is competing

rate would hinder such an adjustment. Some may argue that the
solution can be left to competition between central banks, that successful strategies will evolve as a result of experience. This is correct
in the longer run, but it would be a high risk strategy in the shorter
run, especially if no one is able to enforce appropriate codes of
conduct.’

investigate the importance of Jinancial forces relative to real factors.
The conclusion of the research to date is that financial forces can be
extremely important. Furthermore, causality can run from financial
forces, via the behavior of financial markets, to expectations rather
than in the reverse direction.
Assuming that this is correct, there can be times when bond prices

